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New Zealand

Recent policy developments
 ● the central government’s Regional strategy Fund, which supported the regional 

economic development plan, was brought to an end in 2010.

 ● Eight regional, city and district councils were amalgamated to form the auckland Council 

in 2010. a unitary Plan was established for the new entity, which stipulates development 

policies and replaces the previous seven district plans.

 ● in 2012, the government announced an eight-point reform programme for local 

government. this is part of the government’s broader programme for building a more 

productive, competitive economy and better public services. the first points of the 

programme, passed in 2012, provide for: i) a new purpose statement; ii) new financial 

prudence requirements; iii) changes in the way councils are governed; and iv) changes in 

the process for reorganising local government. 

 ● On 4 november 2013, the government passed the local government act 2002 amendment 

Bill (no. 3). the amendments in the bill include: i) encouraging more collaboration and 

shared services between local authorities; ii) facilitating more efficient and focused 

consultation on long-term plans and annual plans; iii) removing unnecessary duplication 

between annual plans and long-term plans; iv) enabling elected members to use technology 

to participate in council meetings, rather than attending in person. the bill also includes 

provisions that enable the local government Commission to establish local boards as 

part of new unitary authorities, and in existing unitary authorities, and create council-

controlled organisations and joint committees as part of a reorganisation scheme.

Government structure
Municipal-level  

governments
Intermediate-level  

governments 
Regional or state-level 

governments

Unitary 67 11

Regional development policy

Lead ministry(ies) 
or committees

Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment

Regional development 
framework

There is no general framework, but regions develop, implement, monitor and communicate regional 
economic development strategies.

Urban development policy

Lead ministry(ies) 
or committees

Urban policy framework  
or strategy

No general framework exists.

Rural development policy

Lead ministry(ies) 
or committees

Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries, Forestry and Rural Development 

Rural policy framework  
or strategy

Note: the functional urban areas have not been identified in new Zealand.

http://www.beehive.govt.nz/release/better-local-government-reforms-announced
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Regional disparities in unemployment trends
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Lowest rate in 2012 South Island 5.2%

since 2007, the unemployment rate has increased in both regions. 
in 2012, the highest unemployment rate was in north island (7.1%). 
in 2012, the youth unemployment rate reached 17.8% in 
north island and 13.7% in south island.

12 http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/888933108453

The role of sub-national governments in 
public finance
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in new Zealand, 50% of the total public investment was carried 
out by sub-national governments (sng), compared to 72% 
in the OECD area. sng investment has slightly decreased 
in new Zealand, from usD 515 per capita in 2007 to usD 499 
per capita in 2010.

12 http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/888933108472

Regional differences in GDP per capita levels

This map is for illustrative purposes and is
without prejudice to the status of or sover-
eignty over any territory covered by this map.

Source of administrative boundaries: National
Statistical Offices and FAO Global Administrative
Unit Layers (GAUL).
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new Zealand had the lowest regional disparities in gDP per capita in OECD countries.
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